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We obtain semiclassical asymptotics for the spectral function of Schrodinger 
operators with long-range potentials. We study the case of non-trapping energy 
levels and also the case of a potential well inside an island, where resonances due to 
trapped trajectories appear. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
On obtient des developpements asymptotiques pour la fonction spectrale 
d’opkrateurs de SchrGdinger 1 longue port&e. On Ctudie le cas de niveaux d’energie 
sans trajectoire captee, ainsi que le cas du puits dans une ile oti des resonances, 
dues aux trajectoires capttes, apparaissent. 0 1989 Academic Press, IIIC. 
INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
We study in this article the spectral function for semiclassical 
Schrijdinger operators P = -h*A + V(x) on R”, when I/ is a long-range 
potential satisfying the general hypotheses of Helffer and Sjostrand 
[He-Sj] which permit us to apply the complex scaling method, introduced 
in the pioneering work of Aguilar and Combes (see [Ag-Co; Ba-Co]). We 
will denote by dEA the spectral measure of P, 
and by (ae/an)(x, y, 1, h) the spectral function of P, i.e., the kernel of 
aqan. 
For long-range potentials, Stone’s formula and the limiting absorption 
principle give: dE, = (1/2ia)(R(1+ i0, h) - &(I- i0, h)) dJ for A > 0, where 
R(I + i0, h) are the boundary values from the upper and lower half plane of 
the resolvent R(z, h) = (P - z)~‘. 
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We see in particular that the presence of resonances, i.e., poles for the 
meromorphic extension of R(I + iO), should produce spikes in I on the 
spectral function. The same phenomenon for total scattering cross sections 
gives rise to the Breit-Wigner resonances shapes, well known to the 
physicists. 
In the x and y variables we expect the spectral function to reflect the 
behaviour of the generalized eigenfunctions and of the resonant states 
for P. 
We will make different hypotheses on the classical dynamics of the 
hamiltonian p = t2 + V(x) to take care of the possible presence of 
resonances. 
We first study the case of an energy level which does not contain trapped 
trajectories (see Condition (2.1)). 
The problem of high-energy asymptotics for the spectral function of 
compactly supported perturbations of the Laplacian has been studied by 
Vainberg [Va], Popov and Shubin [Po-Sh], and Popov [PO] under the 
non-trapping condition. 
We obtain expansions in h for (&/aA)(x, y, 1, h) locally uniformly 
in (x, y). These expansions are similar to those obtained in [Va] and 
[ Po-Sh ] (see Theorem 2.1). 
The results of Robert and Tamura give asymptotic expansions in 
C”(R,, D’(lR:)) for the local spectral density, i.e., for (ae/aJ.)(x, x, 1, h) 
(see [Ro-Ta2]). In these expansions all oscillatory terms disappear because 
of the integration in the x variable. 
We then study a case with trapped trajectories, the “potential well inside 
an island,” which gives rise to the well-known shape resonances. These 
resonances have been studied quite extensively by Helffer and Sjostrand 
and Combes et al. in Refs. [He-Sjl; C-D-K-S] and also in a later work by 
Hislop and Sigal [Hi-Si]. 
We obtain pointwise expansions which roughly speaking are the sum of 
a non-trapping term corresponding to the potential obtained by filling up 
the well, and a term of Breit-Wigner type corresponding to the resonances 
(see Theorem 3.1). 
When the potential well is reduced to a point, we can get a better result 
using W.K.B. expansions for the resonant states (see Theorem 4.3 and 
Remark 4.4). 
The plan of the paper is the following: 
In Section I we fix the general hypotheses and give some notations. 
In Section II we study the case of a non-trapping energy level. 
In Section III we study the case of a potential well inside an island. 
In Section IV we specify these results for a point well. 
580/84/l-15 
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I. NOTATIONS AND GENERAL HYPOTHESES 
Let P = -h*A + V(x) with I’E C”([w”, [w) the Schrodinger operator on 
L’(W). 
In Section II, we will make the following hypothesis: 
For some p > 0: 
V’a~N”ElC,>Osuch that: VXE[W”, la;V(x)l< 
c,(x)-‘-‘. 
Here (x) = (1 + x2)li2. 
(14, 
In Section III, we will be in the setting of the theory of B. Helffer and 
J. Sjijstrand (see [He-Sjl]) with the weight functions r(x) = 1 and 
R(x) = (x). 
More precisely we fix an energy level A,, > 0 and we will assume in 
Section III that 
V has a holomorphic extension in { IIm zI d (l/C,)( Re z), 
lRezl>C,} d t f an sa is ies in this set: I V(z)1 6 C,, for some 
positive constants Co, so. (1.2) 
We give now a brief review of the results we will need from [He-Sjl]. We 
fix two cutoff functions x E C;( [w”) and 2 E Cco(lR”) such that 
~(0 = 1 in a neighborhood of { 4’ = 1, ). 
i(x) = 0 in { V(x) > I, + so}, f(x) = 1 in ( V(x) 6 A0 + sO/2}. 
(1.3) 
Then the function Go(x, 0 = f(x) x(0x. < is an escape function in the 
sense of [He-Sjl], i.e., 
HpGo 3 l/C, on r2 + V(x) = I, for (x) large enough. 
For an escape function G and for t E ] -E, E[, E > 0 small, we define 
A,, = (a = (%, us) E C*” I Im a, = t(aG/a[)(Re CI,, Re q), 
Im c(< = -t(aG/&)(Re CI,, Re E&}. (1.4) 
We can then define the spaces H(A,,, m) where m is an order function, as 
in [He-Sjl]. (see also [He-Ma] for a simpler definition). Moreover for 
ZE@ close to A,, (P-z) acts on H(A,,, 1) and for t#O, h<h(t), (P-z): 
WA,,, 1) + H(A,,, (u~)~‘) is Fredholm of index 0 for z in an open set 
Q,, bijective for z outside the discrete set of resonances for P in Q,, 
denoted by T,(h). (T,(h) is independent of t as long as the sign of t is 
constant, in the sense that f,(h)nQSZ, = T,(h) for O<s< t.) 
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We know that T,(h) is included in {t Im z <O} and that for t small 
enough T,(h) = r-,(h). 
For z# T,(h) and z near L,, E [w we will denote by R,(z) the inverse of 
P - z. 
R,(z) depends meromorphically on z with poles on T,(h). If R(,? &- i0) are 
the boundary values of the L* resolvent of P obtained by the limiting 
absorption principle, we have the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1.1. rf te 10, E[ and 1~ [W\T,(h) is close to i,: R(I+ i0) = 
R,,(l) on c,m(~n). 
Hypothesis (l.l), for p > 0 implies that P has no embedded eigen- 
values [Re-Si]. According to the proof of Theorem 8.7 in [He-Sjl], the 
resonances on the real axis are embedded eigenvalues, which shows that 
[A,, - E,,, 1, + E,,] n T,(h) = @ for s0 small enough. 
Proof of the Lemma. We use the following regularity result, which can 
be proved as in the proof of Theorem 8.5 in [He-Sjl] (cf. [He-Ma] 
(1.17)): 
For Im z > 0 and t > 0 small enough (depending on Im z): 
If 24 E H(/l,,, 1) and (P-z)~~~~~~~,H(~,~, (q)*), then 
w,s,d(4c~ 1). (1.5) 
Since H(/i,, 1) = L*(R”) we deduce from (1.5) that if Im z ti t > 0, R,(z) 
coincides on C;(lW”) with the L* resolvent (P-z)-‘. 
By analytic continuation, they coincide in Im z > 0, which gives the 
lemma for R(J + i0). The case of R(1- i0) is treated the same way from 
{Imz<O). 
We now fix some notations: 
For m, s E [w, H”,” = {U E D’( I?‘) 1 (x)’ u E H”( I&!“)} with the obvious 
norm. 
For a given order function m as in [He-Sjl], S(m) will be the space of 
functions a(x, 5, h) such that 
II. THE SPECTRAL FUNCTION IN THE NON-TRAPPING CASE 
We assume now that P= -h2d + V(x) satisfies hypothesis (Ll), for 
some p >O, and we are interested in semiclassical asymptotics for the 
spectral function (ae/a,J)(x, y, 2, h), which is the distribution kernel of the 
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spectral resolution aE/i?A for P, when I stays near an energy level I, and 
x and y stay in a compact set K of [w”. 
We assume in this section that ,I, is a non-trapping energy level: 
The set of trapped trajectories K,, = {(x, 5) E 
p-r(&)lexp tHP boo when ItI -+ + co} is 
empty. (2.1) 
Here HP is the hamiltonian field of p. Using the arguments of the appendix 
of [Ge-Sj], it is easy to see that (2.1) is equivalent to the non-trapping 
condition of [Ro-Tall and [Va]. 
Non-trapping Condition 
Let (x(t, Y, ~1, 5(t, Y, rl)) = exp tH,(y, ~1. Then 
A0 satisfies the non-trapping condition if for any R B 1, 
there exists T= T(R) such that Ix(t, y, ?)I > R for ItI > T, 
when I~~l<Randp(y,q)=&. (2.1)’ 
Using Stone’s formula and the representation of R(1 f i0) with the out- 
going and incoming Schrodinger propagators, we get 
8E 1 +a 
an=2nh s 
-ir(P-1)/h dt, 
(2.2) 
where the right-hand side is defined as 
lim Lj+me 
c-o+ 27ch -crJ 
- il(P - 1)/h - E Itl/h dt 
We formulate now the main result of this section: 
Let K, = {(x, t, y, V)E T*W x T*WI p(x, 5) = A and 
3tc R (y, rl)=exp tH,k 03. 
For m E R, Z”(K,) is the set of (semiclassical) lagrangian distributions of 
order m, associated to the canonical relation K, (i.e., of a locally finite sum 
of integrals of the form Iw~ e ip(x,Y*B)‘ha(x, y, 8, h) d0 where cp is a non- 
degenerate phase function parametrizing K,, and a is a classical symbol in 
h-‘, of order m + (n + N)/2, such that a(x, y, ., h) is compactly supported 
locally uniformly in x, y, and uniformly for h small enough). 
To each UE Z”(K,), we associate the principal symbol u. E 
C m(KA, 52l” @ M) which is invariantly defined as a section of the tensor 
product of the half-density bundle 52 ‘I2 over KA and the Maslov bundle M 
over K,. 
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We shall denote YH+cJ (resp. 9Hp(y,‘Ij) the Lie derivative on Kj. 
associated to the vector field 25(8/8x) - (a V/8x)( a/a<) (resp. 2~( 8/8y) - 
(aV/8y)(a/aq)) lifted to T*R” x T*R” . &,+e, and YHp(Y,qj act naturally on 
half-densities. 
Finally, we say that x E R” is a turning point for the energy level 1 if 
V(x) = A. We shall denote by SA the set {x E R” 1 V(x) = A}. 
Then, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Under assumptions (1.1 )P, (2.1), and for ,? near A,, we 
have: 
(i) ae/&J is a lagrangian distribution in I1’*(Ki). 
(ii) Microlocally near A, = {(x, r, x, <) 1 p(x, 0 = 1, V(x) #A}, aejaL 
can be written as 
$ (x, y, 1, h) = (27ch))” Is”-, eip(x*y,o,i)‘h a(x, y, o, A, h) dw 
modulo a kernel with frequency set (defined as in [Gu-St]) away from A,. 
Here, cp is the solution of the eikonal equation 
acp 2 
( > 
jy +lqx)=l; acp 
ax 
=J~o;cpl,_,=O 
(x-y,o>=o 
and a is a classical symbol of order 0 with principal term a, satisfying: 
a,(x, x, 0, A) = ($)(A - V(x))““- ‘. 
(iii) The principal symbol of ae/dl, e, E C”O(K,, .‘I2 0 M), satisfies 
9 H&hoe0 - =%p(y,tl)eo = 0. 
Remark 2.2. Part (iii) combined with (ii) permits one to determine e, 
on KA n {V(x) #A}. 
Remark 2.3. One can certainly get a formula for ae/aA near A, over the 
points of Sn using another resolution of the identity. 
We now prove the Theorem 2.1. 
The first step is to show that to get the semiclassical behaviour of dE, 
over the compact set K, we can integrate in (2.2) only for 1 tl < Tk. 
We restrict ourselves to a slice of energy levels near A,. Let gE C;(W) be 
a cutoff function equal to 1 on [A, - 42, 1, + 423. 
We will consider instead of dEl the kernel of dE, 0 g(P) = g(L) dE,. 
Let x1, x2 E CF(R”) be two cutoff functions equal to 1 on K and let 
RS 1 be such that (xl <R/2 on supp x, usupp x2. 
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Let e(t) E C,“(!R) be a cutoff function such that 0(t) = 1 for (tl < 2T, 
where T= T(R) is defined in (2.1)‘. 
Then we have the following estimate: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. With the convention given in (2.2): VN 2 0, Vm: 
uniformly for 1 near &. 
We will show that this estimate is true for x1 jo+ai (1 -0(t)) 
e -i’(p- ‘)“‘g(P)X2 dr. The part of the integral for t G 0 can be treated 
similarly. 
The next proposition comes from [He-Ro]: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. There exists a symbol g(x, 5, h) N c,“=O gj(x, <)hj 
supported in -2~ < t2 + V(x) - 16 2~, such that 
IIB(x, B,, h) - dP)II y(v.s,w-q 6 C,vhN VmEH, SER, N>O. 
Proof: In [He-Ro] the same result is proved when P is an “h-ad- 
missible operator” and with an error term O(hN) in 9(L*, ~5’). If we follow 
the construction of g(P) in [He-Ro] we see that all the error terms (which 
occur, for example, in the construction of (P - z) ~ ’ when Re z is sufficienly 
negative) satisfy the same estimates as in [He-Ro] but in S!(H”~“, H”‘,‘). 
This comes from the fact that we work here with h-pseudodifferential 
operators. 
Now let t32Tand set t=ZT+s. Then 
By the well-known Egorov theorem (see [Ro]) we get 
epZiTPlhg(x, fi h)X2 = &-2iTP’h + ii,, 
where 
(i) gr= gT(x, b,, h) is an h-pseudodifferential operator with a 
symbol 2,(.x, 5, h) having its support in the region: 
QT= {(XY~)~(X, 5)=evWH,)(y,q), 
lyl <R, h2+ V(y)-& d2e). 
(ii) fi, has a norm O(h”) in 3’(H-“‘vS, FPS) Vm 2 0, s 2 0. 
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By the non-trapping condition we can choose T so 
contained in an outgoing region of phase space, 
large that 0, is 
Q,CQ+ = {lx, 5) I I-4 > R, IT2 + V(x) - 4, 
x.(2(1 -hKx>(5>)~ 
for some Ed > 0. 
I d 2E, 
We will now replace e- iSPihgT by the outgoing parametrices constructed 
by Isozaki and Kitada in [Is-Ki]. The construction of these parametrices is 
reviewed in [Ro-Tall. A very detailed exposition can also be found in 
Wang’s thesis [Wa]. 
For completeness we give here a short exposition of the construction. 
We first introduce the following outgoing regions: 
r+ (0, R, 4 = {(x, t) E T*@“) I I.4 2 R x. t 2 0 ItI I.4 
d-‘<15l<d}, for R,daOando>, -1. 
We will denote by A,,,(0) th e set of Coo functions f(x, <) such that 
Ia; ayj <c, &k(X)m-‘a’ in Q,V~~,/?EN(“. 
From now on, we fix four triplets (a,, Rj, d,), 0 < j< 3, with - 1 <(TV < 
a,<a2<a,,R,>R2>R,>R,,0<d3<d2<d,<do,andweputfj,+= 
r+ (a,, R,, dj). We choose r3, + such that the support of gr(x, 5, h) is 
included in r3, + , and R, > R/2. 
Following the arguments of Isozaki and Kitada [Is-Ki], we can 
construct a real C” phase function @(x, 5) with the following properties: 
(i) @ solves the eikonal equation IV,@l’ + V(x) = It;12 in r,,, + . 
(ii) @(x,5)-x.( belongs to A,-,,o. 
We can also solve the transport equations in outgoing regions of phase 
space; i.e., we can find a symbol a(x, l, h) N c,yO uj(x, t)hj such that 
e pi@/h( -h2A + v- I<\‘) e’@/haN(). 
We get the system of transport equations: 
2V,@ .V,a() + (A,@)ao = 0 
2V,@ .V,u, + (A,@)uj = iA,uj-, (j> 1). 
We can solve these equations in rr, + by integrating from infinity along the 
characteristics under the condition: a, -+ 1, uj + 0, ja 1, when 1x1 -+ + co. 
We find solutions uj EA-,JT,, +) an we extend them as functions in d 
A _ j,O( T*( [Wn)) supported in r,, + . 
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If we denote by I@(a) the Fourier integral operator, 
x4x, 5, h) U(Y, h) dy &, 
we see that (-h*d + V) 1,(a) + Z,(a) h*d is of the form: I,(r) with a 
symbol r(x,&h) in A-,,,(T*IW”)nA-,,-,(r,,+). 
Since the symbol of g, is supported in r,, + for suitable (cJ~, R,, d,), we 
can find a symbol b in Aoso, supported in r2, + , such that 8, = 
I*(a) -1$(b) + R, where R, has a norm O(hm) in Y(HPm5”, H”‘ss) Vm E Z, 
s 2 0. 
If R(s) = I,(r) e Pi’Po’hZt(6) where P, = -h*d, we get, using Duhamel’s 
principle, 
,-isP/h& = Z,(a) e-isPO~hz;(b) + e-iSPIhRm + G(s), (2.3) 
where G(s)=ih-‘Ss,e~““~“P’h R(t)dt. 
We estimate now the error terms in (2.3) in a series of lemmas: 
LEMMA 2.6. 
uniformly for i near A.,. 
Proof. We use the resolvent estimate of [Ro-Tal, Theorem 23. In 
[Ro-Tall, Robert and Tamura show that under hypothesis (l.l), for some 
p >O and the non-trapping condition (2.1), R(1+ i0) has norm O(hF’) 
from L**’ into L*,-’ for any r > f, uniformly for 1 near ;lo. Since 
ih-’ Jo+~ e -is(PP ‘)lh ds = R(A + iO), this proves the lemma for m = 0. 
Applying derivatives to the resolvent, it is easy to see that R(3, + i0) is 
also O(hk’) from H”,’ to H”‘-’ for any m 2 0, r > f. Then Lemma 2.6 
follows from the fact that R, has a norm O(hm) from H Pm~r into H”-’ for 
any m>O, r>t. 
LEMMA 2.7. 
Vm, NaO, r>i, 1 +co Ileis”‘hG(s))( 
0 
yp(H--m,r,p,r) ds < C,hN 
uniformly for R. near 1,. 
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Proof: R(s) f is equal to 
(2.4) 
We cut the integration domain in two parts by writing 
4% t, h) = r,(x, 5, h) + r*(x, r, h) 
where r2 is supported outside r,, + . 
We will write according to this decomposition Rf = R, f + R2f: 
We estimate first R,. Set S(t, y, <) = -@(y, 5) - t 1<12. We will integrate 
by parts in 5. (We consider here ei8(x,5)‘h as an amplitude term.) 
We get V,S= -&Dfc?~--2t~= -y-2tr+O((y)‘pP). 
Since (Y, t)~r~,+, we see that IV,Sj 2 C( 1 + 1 t( + 1 yl). Writing eislh = 
WWtWV~~12) ‘V&e jSlh) and integrating by parts in (2.4), we get 
R, f(x, h) = (2nrh)-” 1 t(x, y, 5, h) eics+ @cx,~)vhf( y) dy d< 
with 
VP t(x, y, 5, A) = -6r1 7 
IV, Sl 
.V,@-h FS --g&~) i IV,Sl 
-5,6V w 
i qqp’ ( ) 
If we integrate k times by parts, we see that we can write R, f with an 
amplitude in S(hN(x) - N+k (1 + (s) + ( Y))-~ (r)-N) for any N>O. 
This implies that for any m, k, N > 0, 
IIRl(s)ll y(,,-“t-k,“&)< cNhN(l + (S))-N. 
We estimate now R,. We integrate now by parts with the whole phase 
5=~(X,~)-~(y,~)-t~~~~,VeS=x-y-2tt;+O((x)’-~+(y)‘-~). 
On the support of T*(x, 5, h), we know that (x, {)$r,, + , and it is easy 
to check that we have IV,SI 2 c( 1 + I tJ + 1x1 + I yI ), for (y, 0 E r,, + . 
If we integrate by parts in (2.4) using now 3 instead of S, we see that 
R,(s) satisfies the same kind of estimates as R,(s). 
These estimates clearly imply the lemma. 
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
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We have for t = 2T + s and s $0, 
e -ifPlhg(p) = epi”jhg(x, B,, h) + e-irP/hRl,m, 
where R,., satisfies the estimates of Proposition 2.5, 
e -ifP/hg(x, b,, h)X2 = e~‘SPlh(gTe-2irPlh + jj,) 
=I,(~) e-~.~P~/hz~(b)e~2iTP/h 
+ e - bP/h 
RmepZiTPIh 
+ G(s)e-2’Wh + e-‘NhR,. 
From Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7, it follows that 
I +m (l-e(2~+~))[~~i~Plh~,~-2’TP/h+~--isPlhR~ 0 
+ G(,)ep2iTP/h] .e-i(2T+s)%/h ds 
has a norm O(h”) in Y(IY-~,‘H~,-‘). 
We estimate now Jzrn (1 -/3(t)) e-i”PpA)‘hR1,a, dt. Recall that R,,, has 
a norm 0(/r”) in Z(H”,“, H”~“)VmEZ, SER. We write g(A)= 
(A + C)-‘g,JA) for ke N, C% 1, and denote by R,,, and gk(x, d,, h) the 
operators in Proposition 2.5 with g(P) replaced by g,(P). Then we can take 
g(x, b,, h) = gk(x, 8,, h) . (P + C)-” and R,,, = Rk,,(P+ C)pk. 
Then it is very easy using an a priori inequality to check that if C is large 
enough (P + C))’ has a norm O(h-‘) in 3(H”~“, ZY+ ‘*‘) for m E Z, s E IF!, 
which proves that for any k we can choose R,,, with a norm 0(/r”) in 
q~w, ~m+k,.~ ) for mEZ, sE(W. 
From the resolvent estimate of Robert and Tamura, this implies that 
s 
+m (1 --e(t)) ep”(P-‘)‘hR,,m dt 
0 
has a norm 0(/r”) in 3’(H”~“, Hmfk.-‘) for m E E, s > l/2. To prove the 
proposition, we just have to analyse the kernel of 
U(s) = xlZ,(a) episPdhZ$(b). 
We have 
xlZ&a) e- “““‘“Z~(b) f(x, h) 
= (2,.&-n j ei(~,(x.r)-~(y.5)~~s1512Vh 
x XI(X) 4~ 5, h) 4~9 5, h) t-(y) dy 4. 
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Since supp jI = { I.4 < R,/2), we can use the same argument as for the 
estimate of R,(s) in Lemma 2.7 to show that U(s) satisfies the same 
estimates as K .(.F). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Proposition 2.4 and Sobolev’s inequality imply 
that the kernel of x, J’z (1 -Qt))e -ir(p-‘L)‘hg(P)xz dt is O(hm) uniformly 
with all derivatives in (x, y) for A near 1,. We will then study the kernel of 
x1 f (j(t) e-“‘P-;.w x1 dt. Since we integrate in t over a compact interval, we 
can replace e -irPlh by a parametrix using Maslov’s theory of Fourier 
integral operators (see [Du; Va]). 
More precisely, we can construct an operator e’(t) for - Td t < T, such 
that 
where R,(t), T, have norms O(h”) in Y(H-“, H”) for any m E N. From 
the standard theory of Fourier integral operators (see, for example, [Du]), 
we know that we can construct the kernel of 4? as a global lagrangian 
distribution associated to the canonical relation 
and we have Xlep”P’hg(x, B,, h)Xz -xl%(t) is O(hm) in diP(H-“, H”) 
uniformly for ( t 1 6 T. 
From the well-known tensorial properties of the lagrangian distributions 
(see [Gu-St ] and [Ge, appendix]), we get that modulo a kernel which is 
O(hm) locally uniformly with all its derivatives, the spectral function is a 
lagrangian distribution associated to the following canonical relation: 
K,={(x,~,y,~?)~T~~xT*~~lp(y,~)--==, 
(x, 5) = exp tH,(y, rl), t E R}. 
We now compute the principal symbol of de/al, denoted by Z, which is 
invariantly defined as a section of the tensor product of the Maslov bundle 
on K, and the half-density bundle on KL. 
We will first compute the restriction of the principal symbol of &/an to 
the diagonal A = ((x, 5, x, 5)~ T*R’: x T*R;}. For simplicity we will 
assume that x is not a turning point for the energy A. 
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We will look for de/an (microlocally near A) of the form, 
(2.5) 
where a is a classical symbol of order 0. Here cp is a solution of the eikonal 
equation 
aqo ax = m, n)o (2.6) (x- y,w> =o 
with f(x, A) = (A - V(x)) “* To determine cp completely, we add the con- . 
dition: cp(y, y, w, A) = 0. 
To prove that de/an can be written as (2.5), we have to check that cp 
parametrizes KA. 
We first remark that 
cwa0)(2, Y, 34 = 0 
(z-y,(l))=0 *z=y. 1 (2.7) 
(Here a/& is the gradient on S- ‘.) 
Indeed if $(z, y, o, A)=(z-y,f(z,A)o) and So={(x--,w)=O), 
(CQ - @)(y, y, w, A) = 0, the tangential derivatives of q and @ are zero on 
S,, and the transverse derivative of (cp - $) is also zero on S,, which 
shows that 
cp(z7 YT (j-4 A)= (z- Y)f(Z, A)w+O(((z- y, o))*). (2.8) 
Then (2.7) follows immediately from (2.8). 
From the standard theory of Hamilton-Jacobi, we know that 
(x,~)=e,ptH,(z,~(z,~,o,il)) for zES,,tER, 
if lx - yl is small enough. (2.9) 
Derivating the eikonal equation (2.6), we see that (dp/dw)( ., y, o, A) is 
constant along the bicharacteristic flow. Hence if (arp/ao)(x, y, w, A) = 0, 
then (@/ao)(z, y, w, A) = 0, where z E S, is defined in (2.9). 
From (2.7) it follows that z = y. To check that cp parametrizes K,, it only 
remains to show that (arp/ax)(y, y, W, L) = - (acp/ay)(y, y, O, A), which 
follows directly from (2.8). 
This implies that &/a,? can be written as (2.5). 
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To compute the principal symbol of &/al near A, we use 
(2.10) 
where g(L) E C; ([w) is a cutoff function equal to 1 near A,. We have 
cp(x9 Y5 03 1) = (x- YNW~XNY, Y, 09 1) + WIX- Y12) 
=(X-Y)f(Y,~)o+~(lx-Y12) 
=(x-Y).5(x,Y,w~) with 5=f(y,I)w+O(lx--yyl). 
Integrating (2.5) with respect to A and making the change of variables 
(0, J.1 + 5, we get 
where 
j s(n) $ d/l = (27ch)-” s e’(X-y)t/h qx, y, 5, h) d(, 
&l(x, 4 4) = g(l) %(X, x, w, A) 
= a,(x, x, w, A) 2(L - v(x))-‘“‘*- “g(A). 
Then using the functional calculus of [He-Ro] and (2.10) we get 
6,(x, x, 5) = 1 for 1 near A,, and thus: 
a,(x, x, 0, A) = (;)(A - v(x))“‘*- ‘. 
To finish the computation, we must now lift a, to Ki as a half density 
(see [Ho, Chap. 251). 
If c, = ((4 Y, ~wPl~~=q, we can take as coordinates on C,: ,u = 
(Y, 0, (X-Y, 0)). 
Then the invariant density dc = 6(8(p/&~) = ID(p, hp/&o)/D(x, y, o)l-’ 
l&I is equal to (A-- V(X))-(“-‘)‘~ I&l, when x= y. 
Then, if the Maslov bundle is trivialized near A by the phase cp, the 
restriction of e, to A is the push-forward of (j)(A - V(X))““~ ’ dc’/* by the 
map: 
(x, y,o)~C, + l &.s 
Finally, we can compute e, everywhere on KA using the transport 
equations: 
We have (P - A)(aE/aA) = (aE/aA)(P - A) = 0, which implies that 
YHPe = 0, where HP is the hamiltonian field 2<(a/ax) - (a V/ax)(a/aq) lifted 
to T*[W; x r*rW;, and we also have the similar relation for H,, in the (y, q) 
variables. 
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We use here the fact that the subprincipal symbol vanishes for the 
Schrodinger operator. 
Finally, using (2.5), we get that (ae/Jn)(x, y, 1, h) E Z”‘(K,). 
III. THE POTENTIAL WELL IN AN ISLAND 
We consider in this section a case of potentials with trapped trajectories. 
We put ourselves under hypotheses ( 1.1 )P and ( 1.2), and we assume also 
that there exists a connected open set ii c [w” and a compact U c ii such 
that 
V<&on U, V> I,, on 0\U; I/<&on&; (3.1) 
V extends holomorphically in a neighborhood of ((Im z( d C;‘( Re z), 
Re z E a”}, and satisfies in this set: 1 V(z)\ < C,, for some positive constant 
CO. 
We introduce the Agmon distance d associated with the metric 
max( V - &,, 0) dx*, and we assume that 
the diameter of U for d is 0. 
Finally, we assume also 
(3.2) 
there are no trapped trajectories for ZZ, over b’ in the 
energy level 1, (in the sense of condition (2.1)). (3.3) 
We can then easily construct an escape function G(x, <), equal to 
G,(x, <) outside of a compact set of [w”, and satisfying H,G > l/C0 (with 
Co > 0) for x in is’ and r* + V(x) = lo. (See for example the construction 
in [Ge-Ma2].) 
Let S, > 0 be the Agmon distance between U and &, and, for r] > 0 
small enough, let M, = { y E ii 1 d(y, 80) > q}. We denote by P, = P,,,, the 
self-adjoint realization of P in L’(M,) with Dirichlet boundary condition 
on BM,. For h E 9 (where 9 c 10, 11, 2 3 0), we denote by Z(h) a family 
of compact intervals such that Z(h) + { 2,) as h + 0. 
We will assume that the spectrum of PO in Z(h) satisfies the following 
separation condition: 
If k(h), . . . . p,(h) are the eigenvalues (counted with mul- 
tiplicities) of P, in Z(h), there exists a(h) such that: VE > 0, 
3C, > 0, a(h) > ( l/CE)e-“lh, and 
Vj#kE { 1, . . . . m), Ipi -pkl >2a(h), 
and Sp(P,) n (Z(h) + [-2a(h), 2u(h)])\Z(h) = a. 
(3.4) 
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In particular, we will assume that the pj are simple eigenvalues of P,. We 
now briefly review the study of the resonances made by HellTer and 
Sjostrand in this situation (see [He-Sjl, Sect. 93). 
Let Q(h) = (z E @; dist(Re z, Z(h)) <a(h), JTm z[ < b(h)}, where b(h) > 
a(h) and b(h)+0 as h-0. 
From [ He-Sjl, Prop. 9.6 and Thm. 9.71 (see also [HeSj3]), we know 
that for t >O small enough there is a bijection /I from Z(h) n Sp(P,) to 
Q(h) n Z,(h) such that /I(p) - p E &(e-2So’h). (Here @cl(h)) means 
o(e “‘S”h~(h)) with I > 0, s(q) + 0 when q + 0.) 
Fotj~ (1, . . . . m j, let cpj be a normalized eigenfunction of P, associated to 
pjLi, and p, = p(p,) the resonance close to pj. 
Let Q,(h)= {ZEN; (Rez--pjiJ <a(h)/2, IImzl <b(h)} and, for t>O 
small enough: 
R,(z) dz; 3/j=nJXlcP,, 
where x1 E CF(GO), x, = 1 in { yl d(y, 80) > 21). 
Then we know [He-Sjl, Corollary 9.101 that the $js make up a basis of 
the space Fc H(,4,,, 1) of the resonant states associated to T,(h)nQ(h), 
and satisfy PtiJ = p,tij (j = 1, . . . . m). Moreover, as in [He-Sjl] we see that 
*,i-Xlrpi = -&S,,,,,, (z-pj)-’ (z-P)-l [P,xl]qjdz. 
This combined with the decay results of [He-Sj3] on q, and the kernel of 
(z - PO) ~ ‘, leads to 
Ii/i - x I ‘pi = a(, -“O + d(x,ab))‘h) locally uniformly. (3.6) 
Now, we denote by gj E H(A --lG,,) (j = 1, . . . . m) the dual resonant states 
associated to T-,(h)n!S(h), such that 
t/j, kE (1, . . . . m), <+J? $kh = ‘,.k* (3.7) 
where (.,.), is the duality bracket between H(,4,,, 1) and H(A-,,, l), 
defined in [He-Sjl, Prop. 8.81. (( .,.), coincides with the ordinary L2- 
bracket on Cr functions.) By assumption (3.4), we then see that P$ = pjqj 
and 5, is colinear to 
and, using (3.6) (and the analogous estimate with $j) we have (tij, Gk) = 
6J,k + d(e-2So’h), so that 
IJ~=(~ +a(,- ‘“d”))~j =x1 vj + ~(e-‘SO+dwwh), (3.8) 
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where the last equality is locally uniform in x. Moreover, since we can take 
G odd in 5, we also see that (3.8) is valid with $j replaced by tJj. 
Finally we introduce the modified Schriidinger operator P = - h*A + v 
where P= V+ W, WE CT (BJU, q)), I/+ W> 2, on 0. Then, P satisfies 
all the assumptions of Section 3, and we shall denote (&?/laL)(x, y; 1, h) its 
spectral function. 
Our result is 
THEOREM 3.1. Under assumptions (l.l),, (1.2), and (3.1)-(3.4) the 
spectral function of P can be written, for 1 E Z(h), as 
A, ‘hi(X) d’,(Y)) + K(X, Y; 1, h), 
J 
where K satisfies, for every a, /? E N”: 
8: afK(x, Y; 4 h) 
= B(e- min(~~+d(U,x)+d(y,d~),Sg+d(U,y)+d(x,d~))/h 1 
locally uniformly for x, y in 08”, and uniformly for ,I E Z(h), h small enough. 
Remark. The exponent appearing in the extimate of K(x, y; I, h) can be 
interpreted as the minimal Agmon distance necessary to go from x to y 
passing by the well U and the sea 0’. 
Proof. We know by Theorem 9.9 of [ He-Sj 1 ] that Im pi is a( e ~ 2So’h) so 
that, thanks to hypotheses (3.4), it suffices to prove the theorem when 
m = 1, Z(h)= 1~ -a(h), p1 +a@)[, and L?(h)= {zEC; lRez--plI <a(h), 
IIm z1 -C b(h)}. 
For z in Q(h) and t > 0, let us consider the following Grushin problem, 
(P-z)u+u-Ic/, =u 
(u, $A =v+, 
(3.9) 
where (v, v + ) E H( n rG, 1)x@ and (u,u-)EH(/~,~, (<)*)xC. 
(We have also a similar problem for t < 0, obtained by inverting the roles 
played by t/i and 5, in (3.9). In the sequel, however, we shall detail the 
computations only for t > 0.) 
Let F, = {uE~~(A~~, 1); <u, qljt =O>, and let Pi be the restriction of P 
to F,. Then, the operator 
P;-z:F,nH(A,,, (0*)-F, (3.10) 
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is invertible, and the unique solution of (3.9) is given by 
U 
O( 
E,(z) 
U- = E,(z) 
where: 
E,(z)u= (P: -z)-’ (u- (0, ih>, $1) 
E,(z)o= (u, $,), =E;v 
E:(z)v+ =v++, =E:v+ 
E,+(z)v+ =(z-p,)u+. 
Now, since (P-z)(p, -z))’ v=v- W(P, -z)-’ u (where P, denotes the 
operator p acting on H(A,,, (5 )2)), we find: 
(p,-z)-‘v=E,(z)u-E,(z) W(~,-Z)~~V+E~+E,(~~,-Z)-‘V 
0=E,-(~-W(~,-z)~~u)+E,~+(z)E,~(~,-z)-~u. 
(3.11) 
For z # pl, the last equation gives 
E,(p, -z)-’ u= -E;+(z)-‘E;(u- W(pt -z)-‘u) 
and thus, substituting this in the first equation of (3.11): 
(p,-z)-‘u=E,(z)v-E,(z) W(H,-z)-‘u 
-E,? E;+(z)-’ E;(u- W(& -z)-’ v). 
Then, using the fact that the outgoing resolvent of P can be written as 
R,(z)=E,(z)-E,?E,+(z)~’ E, 
and replacing W in the last term by (P - z) - (P - z), we get 
(P,-z)-‘=R,(z)-E,(z) W(&-z)-‘+E:E;+(z)-‘E, 
-E,? E;+(z)-‘E;(P-z)(& -z)-‘, 
and thus, using the relation, 
E,(P-z)+E,+(z)E, =O, 
this gives finally: 
R,(z)=@,-z)-‘+(~~-z)-~E,+E; 
+E,(z) W(P,-z)-‘-E:E,(P,-z)-! (3.12) 
580/84/l-16 
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We have a similar expression for R-,(z) (z # pi), and, taking the dif- 
ference at z = 1 E I(h), we obtain for the spectral function, 
where N(x, y; A, h) is the kernel of 
N=ZinE,(A)W~+(E,(I.)-K,(I)) W(k, -A)-’ 
+ [E’,E:,(P_, -A)-‘-E:E;(P, -A)-‘], (3.14) 
(here dE’, = (aE/‘laA.) dJ. denotes the spectral resolution of P for A> 0, and it 
remains to estimate N(x, y; 1, h) locally uniformly. Let us note here that 
Im pi # 0, according to the remark following Lemma 1.1. 
We shall detail the computations for the kernel of E,(A) IV(8,!?/‘laA), and 
only indicate how it works also for the other terms. 
The following lemma will be useful in the sequel: 
LEMMA 3.2. If K is a compact set of W, there exists cK > 0 such that for 
every t # 0 small enough, and every s in Iw, we have, 
Vv E C,“(K), 
with c,,, > 0, and uniformly for h small enough. (Here 11. II ,+ is the norm on 
H” defined by llulla = II (5)” &ulIL2 with &u(r) = (2zh)-“‘* j eiXCIh 
u(x) dx.) 
ProoJ This can be seen easily by using, for the definition of the norm in 
H(A ,G,<S>E), a F.B.I. transformation r, adapted to A, = R’“. This gives rise 
to a weight function G, (associated to H(A rG, Cec>s), which satisfies here (cf. 
[He-Sjl, end of Section 93) 
G(a) = o(t)(%) 
uniformly for c1 E R’“. 
Since, moreover, the definition of T,v involves a cutoff function which 
links a, and the variable x of integration, one verifies easily that there 
exists R(K) CC I? such that Supp T,v c {a, E K(K)} when Supp v c K. 
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In particular, c,(a) is oK( t) on the support of T,u, and we conclude by 
noticing that, by definition, we have: 
For any x0 in R”, we shall denote xx,, a cutoff function on R” such that 
SUPP xx0 = {Ix-x0 I < 2rl}, x,,(x) = 1 when Ix-x0 I 6 q. 
We then have: 
LEMMA 3.3. For any x0, y, in R”, and s in R, the operator ~,,,(~&;laA)~,, 
is d(e -d(xo,yo)ih) from H -“(LIT?“) to H”(W). 
Proof We first estimate the operator x,,(P-- 1))’ xy,, on HS(W) 
(where (P-n))’ acts here on H(AtG, (l)“)), and distinguish four cases: 
(i) If Supp xx0 u Supp xyO c {xi = 1 }, we can then follow the proof 
of [He-Sjl, Lemma9.41, and (writing (P-1))’ xY,, =xi(p,,, -A)-’ xyO- 
(P-W’ cp, XJRf, -w xyJ we obtain that x,(p-- 1))’ x,,,, is then 
d(e-d’xo,yo)‘h) from H’(W) into Hs+2(Rn). 
(ii) If Supp xv0 c {xi = l} but Supp xx0 ti {x, = l}, the same proof 
gives then (taking ItI <q) that x,(H- 1))’ xu,, is 8(e-d’Yo*d”“h) from 
HS(R”) into Hs+2(W’). The desired result follows since d( y,, 80) = 
4x0, yo) + 4 1) as vl-, 0. 
(iii) If Supp xx0 c (xi = l} but Supp xyO ti (1, = l}, since P has no 
resonances near A,, we know that xl(P-n))‘xyO is 8(l) from 
H(A,,, (4)“) into H(A,G, (OS+‘). Thus, by Lemma3.2, it is 8(l) from 
H” into Hs+2 if I tl < q. Then, by the usual Agmon energy inequalities (cf. 
[HeSj3]), we see that xX&P-1)-’ xv0 is O”(e-d(xRd(rUh) from H” into 
s+2 H . 
(iv) If Supp x.VO ti {x, = l} and Supp xyO d {x, = l}, as in (iii), we 
get directly that x,,(p - 1) ’ xyO is 8( 1) from H” into Hs+*. 
Hence, using also Lemma 1.1, we have proved that in any case 
x,,(P- (J. * io))-’ xuO is a(e- d(xo,yo)‘h) from HS(R”) into H”+2( BY’). Let 
now C B 1 be such that (p + C)) ’ is d( 1): H”( R”) + H’+‘( UT’). To prove 
the lemma, it is enough to estimate (P + C)” x,,(aE/:lan)x,, for any k 2 0. 
Finally, using the fact that for any k > 1, (P- n)k (a&:lan) = 0, we easily 
deduce the desired result. 
Now, by the same proofs as in Proposition 9.3 and 9.8 of [He-Sjl] 
(applied with our different choice of PO), and the arguments above, we also 
have 
~~~~~~~~~~~ is @e- d(xo*yo)‘h) from H”(W) to H”+‘( if??) if 
t = O(q), and uniformly for z E X2(h), h > 0 small enough. (3.15) 
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Therefore, noticing that we can write 
EAA) = A s,,,,) (w-A)-‘R,(w)dw 
we also get from (3.15): 
xX,Et(n)x,, is d(e-d’.Xo,yo)‘h) from H” to Hs+2. (3.16) 
Combining (3.16) with Lemma 3.3 and classical Sobolev estimates, we 
obtain easily that the kernel of E,(1) l+‘(a~?/laJ) is O”(ePCdcx, u)+d(y, “)1’h) 
locally uniformly in (x, y), as well as all its derivatives. 
We are now going to improve this estimate when x or y is in ii, by using 
Agmon inequalities. 
Let U,(X) = x,(x)(%/lan)(x, y, 1, h) x,,(y) (where, as before, x0 and y, 
are fixed arbitrarily in KY). 
Also let XE CF(MO), such that x= 1 in {d(x, 80) > 2r~} and Q(x) = 
(1 - q) d(x, a@. 
Using the fact that (P(x, b,) - ,I)(&?/lall)(x, y, 1, h) = 0, (v(x) -A) + - 
W(xV 2 rl( Qx) - 2) + and applying Agmon inequality of [He-Sj3, 
Theorem 1.11, we get for any y E R”, 
s e2@“T~, xx,,1 $ (x, Y, 1, h) X,(Y) u,(x) dx 
(with C> 0). Since [P, xx,,] is supported near 8M,, this gives by 
Lemma 3.3, 
Ile@‘hpv llHl = B(eCd(y- “)lh) 
and thus, using iteratively the equation (&x, b,) - n)(&?/lan) = 0, Sobolev 
estimates, and the symmetry (&?/lan)(x, y, 1, h) = (%/laJ)(y, x, A, h), we get 
24.” = 8(e- C4x,a~)+db~,Jb)llh ) (3.17) 
locally uniformly in (x, y) E (0 x R*) u (R” x b), as well as all its 
derivatives. 
Therefore, combining (3.17) and (3.16), we finally obtain: 
The kernel of E,(I) W(&?/dn) is ~(e-‘“+d(x,U)+d(y,db))‘h) 
locally uniformly in (x, y)~ lR2n, as well as all its 
derivatives. (3.18) 
Hence, the first term appearing in (3.14) satisfies the required estimate. 
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Now, if we examine (E,(1) - E-,(A)) lV(H-, -A)-’ (which is the second 
term in (3.14)), we see that all the arguments above work, except that 
(P - A)(E,(l) - E-,(n)) does not vanish anymore. In fact, we have for any 
u E c;(w): 
(P-~)(E,(I~)-E-,(~))u= (0, W$, - (u> ih>h 
=<~~~,-s1~51-<~~~1~(~1-51). 
In particular, by the proof of Theorem 9.9 in [He-Sjl], and thanks to 
(3.6), (3.8), this gives 
x,,(P - AME,@) - E-,(i))xyo is 
B(e- C~o+~i~(~(-~o,U)+d(~0,JO),d(.~0,u)+d(.~0,J8))llh) 
from HP” to H”. (3.19) 
Then, we obtain as in Lemma 3.3 (and using (3.17)) that 
L,(E,(~) - E-,(~))x, is ate- rl(xo,yo)‘h) from H-’ to H”, and, in a second 
time, by Agmon inequalities that it is in fact &(e- Cd(xo,d’)+d(yo,Jb)l’h). 
Combining this with the estimates on (p, - 1) -’ (see the proof of 
Lemma 3.3), this gives 
(E,(A)-E-,(J)) W(p, -A)-’ has a kernel which is 
d(e- (So + d(x,do) + d(y, U))lh) locally uniformly in (x, y) E KP, 
as well as all its derivatives. (3.20) 
Now, it remains to consider the last term appearing in (3.14). We write it 
as 
(ET, -E:)E:,(P-, -A)-’ 
+ E: (EI, - E,)(L, -A)-’ - 2inE,+ Et- g. (3.21) 
Here, the difficulty is that E ;I has a kernel which is not compactly 
supported. For the first term in (3.21), we write it as 
where xi is as in the beginning of this section. 
We then see as before (using (3.6), (3.8)) that the first term in (3.22) has 
a kernel in O”(e- (so+ri(x,Jb)+d(~,U))/h 1. 
Moreover, by the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we 
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obtain that for any y, in R”, (1 - xi)(Z?, - 2))’ xYO is fi(e-“‘Yo*JO)‘h) from 
fW-tG, (t>‘) to WL,,, (5>“+2), so that 
+ B(eC2”“lh) x1 ‘pI 
and then 
we see that the second term in (3.22) has a kernel in 
i?(e- (2So+d(x,ati)+d(y,aii))‘h) locally uniformly as well as its derivatives. 
The two last terms appearing in (3.21) can be treated the same way, and 
we get the desired estimates which, by (3.13), end the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
IV. THE NON-DEGENERATE POINT WELL 
We put ourselves under the hypotheses of Section III and we assume: 
U = {x0} and V”(xO) > 0, V is analytic on R”. (4.1) 
We will use the asymptotic expansions constructed by Helffer an 
Sjostrand (cf. [He-Sjl, Sect. 10; He-Sj3, Sect. 31) to evaluate Icli(x) and 
?ji(Y)* 
Let Q,(q, S,) be the interior of the union of all the minimal geodesics 
(with respect to d) starting from x0, and of length <So. 
From [He-Sjl, Sect. lo], we know that tij and qj have W.K.B. expan- 
sions locally uniformly in ad(x,-,, S,), of the form 
-a,(~, h)e-f(“)lh mod t’J(ep(S(X)+E2)/h), (4.2) 
where uj(x, h) is a realization of an analytic symbol in h’12, f(x) is an 
analytic extension of d(x,, x), s2 is strictly positive, and s(x) is 
min(4-h x), W. 
Here Z(h) must be taken of the form [&, l,, + Ch] for C > 0. 
Near a point in s;l,(x,,, S,) n aii ( = B,(xO, S,) n ab), f and uj have 
singularities on a hypersurface %? (the caustic set) and Ii/j, $j can be written 
as Airy-type integrals. 
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On the other side of %, we get again by the stationary phase formula 
W.K.B. expansions, 
tij(X, h) N q (x, h)e-f+(“)‘h 
qj(x, h) “aJ- (x, h)e-f-‘“‘/h mod o(e-(So+e2)‘h, (4.3) 
where a,* are realizations of analytic symbols in h”’ and f+ are the 
holomorphic extensions of f obtained by avoiding in C” the com- 
plexilication of %7. 
We also havef, = f- , aj+ = ti,:- , and Re f, > S,, with equality only on 
the integral curves of V, Im f, starting from points in B,(x,, S,) n aii. 
From [He-Sjl, Thm. 9.91, we also know that 
VE > 0, tjj, (Gj are oe(e- (S(-X)--E)‘h) locally uniformly in x. (4.4) 
We deduce from (4.4) as in [Ma] that 
(4.5) 
where d is a complex neighborhood of B,(x,, S,)c, and Hi&,,, is the 
Sjostrand space associated to the weight Co 1Im XJ (see [Sj]). 
(In (4.5) $j and $j should be considered as holomorphic extensions of I+$~ 
and qj). 
We extend now a definition of [He-Sjl 1: 
DEFINITION 4.1. 
- We call points of type I the points XE (W”\ii such that there exists 
y, null bicharacmristic of r2 + I’- & with L’,(y(O))=x and n,(y)n 
(B&o, So) n 80) # a 
- We call points of type II the points which are neither of type I nor 
in Bd(xo, So). 
We will now extend locally uniformly in IW”\ii the W.K.B. expansions 
(4.3). We consider first the case of the points of type II: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. II/, and qj are O(e-(so+yl’ih) with e. >O locally 
unzj-ormly near the points of type II. 
Proof. As in [He-Sjl, Sect. 91, we introduce a F.B.I. transform 
To adapted to IL!‘“. We know that (Iu(/ H(A,C,,J is equivalent to 
lle-G~‘“‘~04 L2c R+ where G,(a) = tG(cr)(l + O(t)). On the other hand: 
Ill(/i II H(A,~ 1) + II Fj II H(nrG, 1)6 Cec’Ih. We are in a situation analogous to the 
propagation of analytic singularities. We obtain that if y is a null bicharac- 
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teristic of l2 + V- A,, for s 9 0 y( -s) $ FS,(eso’h$j) and y(s) 4 FS,(esdh$j). 
Here FS, is the analytic frequency set introduced in [Ma, Sect. 51. 
By propagation of the frequency set along the bicharacteristics (cf. [Ma, 
Prop. 5.5]), we deduce using (4.5) that if 17,(y) does not reach 
(Bd(xO, S,) nab), y does not intersect FS,(eso’“+j) u FS,(esoih$j). 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
We consider now the points of type I. 
We would like to extend the W.K.B. expansions (4.3). 
However, this will not be possible if the complex Lagrangian manifolds 
A f = {r = if’,(x)} develop caustics after extension by the flow of Hp. 
To avoid this problem, we make the following geometric hypothesis: 
The caustic set intersects aii along a submanifold r with 
second-order contact. (4.6a) 
Since IVVJ #O on 80, we know that HP is transversal to TX (0) in 
T*W’, and we denote by Fc T*W the HP flow-out of TX {0}, which is an 
isotropic manifold. We assume also: 
dZ7.J T,,, 5) r) is injective if x $80. (4.6b) 
Then near 80, the Hessian of Re f+ transversal to l7,p is positive 
definite (see [He-Sjl, Remarks 10.3, 10.4]). This implies that the manifolds 
A f are strictly positive with real part ?; i.e., 
VPEA,, u -+ (l/i) (T(u, U) is positive definite on 
T,V * )/U’,(A f 1 n Tp(~2”))“~ 
where 0 is the symplectic form on T*C” and u + U is the usual conjugate. 
Then it is well known that ,4 _+ extended by the H,, flow stay strictly 
positive and project bijectively on the base because of (4.6b) (see [Ho, 
Chap. 21). 
If x E B,(x,, S,) n ab, f k and aj* extend analytically in a neighborhood 
of 17,(y), where y is the null bicharacteristic of r’+ V-A, starting from 
(x, 0). This shows that the expansions (4.3) are globally valid near points 
of type I, under the hypotheses (4.6). 
Remark 4.2’. One case where (4.6b) is always satisfied is when r is a 
point x0 (or a union of isolated points). Then i= is the bicharacteristic 
starting from (x,, 0) and i= can turn vertical only at a turning point x1. But 
then we would have a trapped trajectory between x0 and x1, which 
contradicts (3.3). 
The precise formulation of the result for the spectral function using these 
W.K.B. expansions for the resonant states is left to the interested reader. 
We will only study the local spectral density (ae/aA)(x, x, A, h) = a(x, A, h). 
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We introduce the following hypothesis: 
The eigenvalues p,(h), . . . . ,u,(h) of P,, are asymptotically 
simple, i.e., Vi, jE { 1, . . . . m}, i#j, 3N>O, C>O such that: 
I~u,(h) - ~~Li(h)la ChN. (4.7) 
We also fix the following notations: 
d= codim,(r) = inf codim, f, 
k 
if r=U r,, 
k 
where the rk’s are C” manifolds; 
, 
where the yk are the square roots of the eigenvalues of 2V’(x,). 
We set fi =Ref+, fi=Imf-, and recall that fi > SO outside 
B,(xO, S,,), with equality on the points of type I. 
Then we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, for I E Z(h) one has: 
(i) Under assumption (4.1) 
m 1 
la-&l < Ce-(2SO+&)/h C 
j=l IIm pjl 
locally uniformly near the points of type II, with E, C > 0. 
(ii) Under assumptions (4.1), (4.7), 
[a--5:( < Cepmlh 
locally uniformly near the points of type II with E, C > 0. 
(iii) Under assumptions (4.1), (4.6), (4.7), 
a-8=hpl-d/2 f bj(xp h, 
j=l l+$W,h) 
x e2(~o-fwh x (1 + (g(e-q) 
locally uniformly near the points of 0,(x,, S,). Here we put: d,(,?, h) = 
h’“-d’/2--1--,cj(h)e 2So’h(A - Re pi(h)) and b,, cj are realizations of analytic 
symbols of order 0 in h’12. 
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(iv) Under assumptions (4.1), (4.6), (4.7), 
x jFl 1 + af(n h) Re(aj(x, h) ep2fi2(x)‘h) 
J ’ 
‘j(‘T j) 
+l+s;(n,h) 
lm(zj(x, j) ,-w2wh 
x (1 + O(e-&lh)) 
locally uniformly near the points of type I in W\O, where Ej is like b, 
Proof. The only problem is to estimate Im((l-Pi))’ Ii/i(x)‘). 
Proposition 4.2 and the discussion above give an expansion for I,$,. To 
estimate Im pj, we use Theorems 10.2 and 10.4 from [He-Sj]. 
The proof is then elementary calculus. 
Remark 4.4. If p,(h) is the resonance for P with the smallest real part 
(corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of PM& then the symbols b,, cl, 
%i in Theorem 4.3 are elliptic. We can then exactly obtain the shape of the 
spikes in (r for I near Re p,(h). 
For x E Q,(x,, S,) we observe after (iii) a single resonance shape 
centered on Re p,(h) of width N jl -(n-d)/2e-2So/h and height 
- h - ’ ~ d’2e2(s0--/(x))‘h. (Breit-Wigner resonance shape.) For x of type I in 
rW”\ii, after (iv) we observe three spikes centered on Re p,(h) and 
Re p,(h) + Im p,(h) with a height O(h-1-d’2). 
Remark 4.5. We have omitted the case of points near B,(x,, S,) n 80. 
This can be handled using representations of tij, $,i as Airy-type integrals, 
but will give heavier formulas. 
Remark 4.6. When (4.6) is not satisfied, we can still get precise result 
on $j, qj by considering the F.B.I. transform (see [Sj ] ), 
Tu(x, h) = j e-(X-y)2’2hu( y, h) dy. 
T sends H&i,,, into Hg; where C&(X)= (Im ~)~/2. The associated 
canonical transformation is K,: (y, q) -+ (y - iv, q) and 
K&F!2n)=AQn= x,fz (x) 
Then K,(A +) are of the form: t=@‘*(x) where @ * are holomorphic 
functions with -1m @ + < Q0 and Q0 = -Im @ + on Z7,(K,(y)), if y is a 
bicharacteristic as in Definition 4.1. 
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We can also write TP = BT, where P is an analytic pseudodifferential 
operator in the complex domain. 
We have 
where E > 0 and bj* are again symbols of order 0. 
Since K,(A + ) project bijectively on the base, we can extend the bj* on 
IIJK,(A + )) by solving the transport equations, 
(P- p,)(b,+ ei@+lh) = 0 
(p-pj)(bpi@-+O; 
by an argument of propagation of singularities we get 
Ttij = b,+ e(i@+ -&d/h 
mod 0(e (@a-So--~)lh 
T& = b,- e”@- - SoVh ). (4.8) 
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